
Vocabulary Audit – Roswell and the Civil Rights Movement

Tick the box for each word that best represents your knowledge and understanding of it:

A) I have never seen this word before
B) I have heard and seen it, but I’m not sure what it means
C) I know the word and sometimes use it
D) I can understand this word totally and feel comfortable explaining it to others

KEY WORD A B C D

Chronology

Misconception

Brains in Gear:

1) Complete the vocabulary audit

2) Identify three words that you have marked higher than the first time you did this –
write a sentence using each of these words.

3) Identify up to three words that you are not comfortable using confidently.  



Roswell and Civil 
Rights Revision

13/12/2021

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Review what we have learned over the past half term 
and prepare for our first assessment. 

Fundamental British Values: 
Individual Liberty

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

See Vocab Audit for full 
list of today’s key words. 

What 
revision 

techniques 
work for 

me?

Revision

Assessment

This lesson:

Next lesson:

US Government Response

Previous lesson:



Revision Task
Next lesson we are going to have our first assessment, it will cover both 
the Roswell Incident and the Civil Rights Movement
Today we are going to spend some time revising what we learned in those 
lessons and looking at what exam questions we will be practicing in the 
assessment. 

Work through the Revision Worksheet by completing the challenges in 
each box. You will have 40 minutes, this should be completed at home. 

Extension: Write a 12 question quiz in your book for a partner to answer. 
It should have 6 questions from each topic.
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